Perifix® FX Springwound Epidural Catheter

Designed to enhance patient comfort and minimize risks of complications

Easy placement, reduced chance of vascular placement and paresthesia, and optimized drug spread.
Closed-tip multi-port or open-tip uniport.
Perifix® FX Springwound Epidural Catheter is available both ways. It’s your choice.

Advantages of Perifix FX design:
- Minimizes risk of vessel puncture, intrathecal placement and paresthesia
- Easy to advance and remove
- Consistent, reproducible feel
- Optimal drug spread

With an inner spring embedded in polyamide nylon, the Perifix FX catheter provides the ideal balance of softness and stability.

The result? Safe and more accurate insertions that benefit patients and anesthesiologists alike.

See Perifix® FX in action!
Scan this QR code or go to www.bit.ly/PerifixFX
With an inner **spring embedded** in a special formulation of polyamide nylon, the Perifix FX catheter provides the ideal balance of softness and stability.

**The result?** A design intended to provide safer, more accurate insertions that benefit patients and anesthesiologists alike. And it’s available in a closed-tip multi-port or open-tip uni-port design — it’s your choice!

**Perifix FX design advantages:**
- Minimizes risk of vessel puncture, intrathecal placement and paresthesia
- Easy to advance and remove
- Consistent, reproducible feel
- Optimal drug spread

**The bottom line?** Our advanced springwound epidural catheters are designed to enable easier insertion, enhanced patient comfort and minimized risk of vessel puncture and paresthesia.

READ WHAT USERS THINK ABOUT THE PERIFIX FX AT www.perifixfx.bbraunusa.com/FX
NEW!
Proximal mark helps to see if the catheter has been fully inserted into the catheter connector

Closed-tip, multi-port design with three lateral holes for optimal drug spread, fewer unilateral blocks and a potentially higher detection rate of intravascular catheter placement

Also available in an open-tip, uni-port design

Thread assist guide for increased catheter stability while threading

Reduced paresthesia and vessel puncture with a soft and atraumatic distal tip design

Consistent feel and performance with minimal variation in tip deflection
B. Braun Perifix® FX

Springwound Epidural Catheter Options

Need springwound catheter options?

If your daily practice requires just a little extra precision, and you are an existing B. Braun Custom Tray customer or want to become one, we are happy to offer you two Perifix FX Epidural Springwound Catheter options.

Both options provide the advantages of our well-known Perifix FX Catheter and include additional features to help improve procedural outcomes.

Perifix FX with dispensing coil

- Easy handling and threadability
- Reduced chance of catheter leaving the sterile field
- Available in closed-tip, multi-port and open-tip, uni-port design

Perifix FX with metal stylet*

- Easy threading and steerability while maintaining the flexibility of the distal 5cm for a very flexible, atraumatic tip
- Available in closed-tip, multi-port and open-tip, uni-port design

* Stylet needs to be removed after successful catheter placement
For more information and product trials, to read what other users think about the Perifix® FX and to see the product in action, see: www.perifixfx.bbrouusa.com/FX